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DC4K SCHEDULE
We’ve designed two methods to help you get your DC4K group up and running as quickly as possible. 
The model used and preferred by the majority of DC4K groups is a two-hour schedule. 
An alternative 90-minute schedule is also available.

A basic session schedule is below to help you choose what will work best for your time frame.

        SESSION OUTLINE – Session Title 2 hours 90 minutes
       GREETING 15 min. 15 min.

OPENING CIRCLE TIME 15 min. 15 min.
KIDS LIKE ME DVD DRAMA 15 min. 10 min.
STORYBOOK TIME 15 min. 15 min.
BATHROOM BREAK 5 min. 5 min.
SMALL-GROUP INTERACTION 20 min. 15 min.
FOCUSING ACTIVITY 10 min. 0 min.
STORIES FROM THE BIBLE ON DVD 15 min. 10 min.
CLOSING CONNECTION CIRCLE 10 min. 5 min.

Each week it’s important to read through the complete session in advance, including the Leader’s 
Notes and Lesson Plan (see the Lesson Plans book, which includes detailed instructions for the leaders, 
an outline for each of the 13 sessions, and a weekly Preparation List). In the Preparation Lists, we have a 
list of items to prepare and collect ahead of time and another list of things to do 30 minutes before the 
children arrive. We suggest that you go over the next week’s session before you leave each week. This 
way, decisions can be made as to who will be responsible for various items. It’s important to always 
include the essential pieces of DC4K:

• Activity Book pages • Stories from the Bible video
• Weekly Scripture and prayer  • Music
• Kids Like Me video •      Scripture Decoder

Optional Simple Start Schedules
The Simple Start schedules (available in a 90-minute or 2-hour format) provide shortcuts and basic class 
components to ease new leaders into the flow of DC4K. See www.dc4k.org/leaderzone/articles/category/57 
for both schedules. To receive an email copy, contact a ministry coach at 1-800-489-7778 or info@dc4k.org.
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After 
q    Celebration gathering – Thank your team for following God’s call, and ask them to share where 

they experienced God at work during DC4K. 
q    Cast a vision for the next DC4K season.
q    Enlarge your group size to 10 to 12 children using the promotion strategies to reach more 

unchurched families (see Promotion section on LeaderZone).
q    Continue to enlarge your team, secure leader commitments, empower leaders with access to 

the LeaderZone, and schedule training and a dry run.
q    Meet with your pastor to share the “God stories” and what was experienced at DC4K; it will 

interest and encourage the staff while creating DC4K support.

NOTE: You can download and print this Director’s Checklist from the LeaderZone Library.  
See Leader’s Guide Downloadables (3rd green book) under Essential Downloads.

WEEKLY THEMES,
GOALS & OBJECTIVES

Weekly Thematic Units
One unique aspect of our program is the weekly theme. The weekly themes are reflected in the session 
titles. Some of the themes complement the adult DivorceCare program’s themes. Parents should be 
strongly encouraged to participate in DivorceCare. Because parent and child will both be processing 
similar topics each week, this will create an opportunity for parent and child to have meaningful 
conversations about the issues they face. They’ll be learning at the same time about their emotions 
and how to handle each emotional phase.

Themes, Goals, and Objectives
All of the weekly themes, goals, and objectives are designed to accommodate the outcome objectives 
(see page 85 for a list of DC4K outcome objectives: immediate, intermediate, and final). Below you’ll 
find a copy of the 13 weekly themes and goals for each session along with samples of the objectives 
needed to attain the goals.

SESSION 1 – What’s Happening to My Family?
        Goal: To help the children of divorce find comfort and relief from the anxiety of what’s happening 
        in their families.

Scriptural objective: To demonstrate a Christlike image for the children as they enter the door
and begin the DC4K journey of healing.

This session will help the children:  
• Know they’re safe in this place 
• Learn and understand what is going to happen each week at DC4K 
• Have fun and connect with new friends

SESSION 2 – God Loves Children in All Kinds of Families
        Goal: To assist the children in realizing that everyone’s family situation is different and to help 
        each family develop a healthy single-parent home.

Scriptural objective: To help the children discover that when their earthly parents disappoint
them or leave them, they can ask God to become their heavenly parent.
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This session will help the children:  
• Discover that there are other kids like them in similar situations and that they’re  
 not different 
• Understand how all families are different and unique 
• Realize it’s okay to miss people and things

SESSION 3 – Facing My Anger
        Goal: To help the children understand that anger is part of the grief process when parents 
        divorce and to learn how to deal with these feelings in a healthy and acceptable way.

Scriptural objective: To help the children understand that anger is an emotion from God and that
God is “slow to anger” (Psalm 86:15). We want to help the children realize that God doesn’t get mad
when they’re angry with Him. Instead, He has unconditional love for each child.

This session will help the children:  
• Recognize when they’re mad 
• Understand it’s okay to be mad, but not okay to be hurtful when they’re mad 
• Learn they are God’s STARs

SESSION 4 – Journey from Anger to Sadness
        Goal: To acquaint the children with the sadness phase of grief in the divorce process and to help 
        them learn how to process this in a healthy emotional way.

Scriptural objective: To help the children realize and understand that sadness is an emotion 
everyone experiences, even people in the Bible.

This session will help the children:  
• Realize the difference between being mad and being sad 
• Recognize when they’re sad and how to respond to their sadness 
• Realize they’ll get through this sadness and even though they might be sad  
 again in the future, they’ll be okay

SESSION 5 – I’m Not Alone
        Goal: To help the children realize they’re not alone and that there are people, including a 
        heavenly Father, who care about them and love them.

Scriptural objective: To bring God’s presence to each individual child.

This session will help the children:  
• Understand that everybody feels alone at times 
• Develop coping skills for when they feel lonely 
• Realize there are people who care about them and love them

SESSION 6 – God’s Plan for Me
        Goal: To give the children hope and comfort in knowing that God always loves them and will 
        meet all their needs.

Scriptural objective: To introduce the children to the truth that God has a plan for every child.

This session will help the children:  
• Realize they have choices to make 
• Realize it’s okay to say “no” and to set boundaries for themselves 
• Learn to talk to God
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SESSION 7 – Developing New Relationships
        Goal: To help the children realize their relationships with Mom and Dad and others are different 
        since the divorce and to help them learn to develop new relationships.

Scriptural objective: To help the children discover how to develop a new relationship with Jesus
Christ and to show them a compassionate God whom they can go to with every problem in life.

This session will help the children:  
• Realize they have to look at Mom and Dad differently—as individual parents  
 living in separate homes 
• Understand that other relationships (grandparents, aunts, uncles, friends)  
 have changed 
• Develop a positive attitude about changes in relationships

SESSION 8 – Developing Money Smarts
        Goal: To help the children understand various aspects of budgeting and spending that will help 
        them and their families.

Scriptural objective: To help the children become aware that God wants to supply all of their
needs.

This session will help the children:  
• Learn about expenses at home and how they can help 
• Understand what child support is and how it is to be used 
• Make good choices in earning and spending their money

SESSION 9 – It’s Not My Fault
        Goal: To communicate to the children that divorce is an adult problem between the two parents 
        and to assist the children in comprehending that their parents’ divorce isn’t their fault.

Scriptural objective: To show the children that God loves them unconditionally.

This session will help the children:  
• Understand that it’s okay if they’re sad about the split in their family 
• Find out it’s not their fault or any other kid’s fault in their family; it’s  
 between the parents 
• Respect both parents

SESSION 10 – Telling My Parents How I Feel
        Goal: To help the children learn how to go to their parents and talk about how they feel in an 
        honest, yet respectful, manner.

Scriptural objective: To help the children be able to pour out their hearts to God, their heavenly
Father, and to know that He accepts all their burdens.

This session will help the children:  
• Communicate how they feel to different people 
• Explore ways to express themselves so others can understand what they’re saying 
• Realize they can’t be their parent’s best friend
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SESSION 11 – Forgiveness
        Goal: To help the children understand what forgiveness is and how to forgive others.

Scriptural objective: To help the children become acquainted with the God who forgives our sins.

This session will help the children:  
• Define forgiveness and forgive their parents for divorcing 
• Learn about God’s forgiveness for them 
• Take responsibility for their actions and attitudes

SESSION 12 – Loving My Parents
Goal: To help the children discover that their parents still love them and to help them express love
to their parents.

Scriptural objective: To help the children realize that Jesus is God’s Son and in order to be 
adopted into God’s family, they need to accept Jesus Christ as their personal Savior.

This session will help the children:  
• Realize their parents don’t love each other the same way they used to,  
 but their parents still love them 
• Explore ways to show their love to each parent 
• Accept love from their heavenly Father

SESSION 13 – Moving On: Growing UP and Closer to God
        Goal: To help the children realize that life goes on after divorce and their futures can be healthy

and happy.

Scriptural objective: To help the children understand that God wants them to be joyful and
happy and it’s okay to be happy even though their parents are divorced.

This session will help the children:  
• Realize there’s life after divorce 
• Realize they are individuals with their own talents, hobbies, and interests 
• Realize they have their own relationship with God
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LOGISTICS
Characteristics of a Thriving DC4K
DC4K is a 13-week student support system led by 3 or more adults who build caring relationships, 
present coping skills, and point to Jesus as the healer.  

DC4K has two seasons with 90-minute or 2-hour weekly class sessions:

• Fall to Christmas

• Mid-January to mid-April (avoiding spring elementary sports schedules)

Position DC4K for Success
The most successful nights to offer DC4K are Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday at 6:30 p.m. 

• Your local court system might have a set day each week when students switch households;  
do not plan DC4K on this night.

• DC4K weekend groups fail to thrive, due to attendance challenges from weekend activities  
and every-other-weekend visitations (shared parenting).

• Wednesday DC4K groups compete with other children’s ministry programs and will not thrive, 
unless you proactively promote to reach unchurched community kids, offering a safe place  
to explore Jesus.

Find creative ways to integrate unchurched DC4K students into your children’s ministry programs.

Limited Seating 
DC4K has a limited seating of 12 students each season. As your numbers grow, keep a waiting list.  
Then seek to enlarge your team to 6–8 adults so you can create a second DC4K group in a separate 
room (keeping siblings together).

DC4K works best in a two-hour session each week; however, there is an optional 90-minute format, 
www.dc4k.org/leaderzone/articles/category/57.       

NOTE: Some students will want to repeat DC4K; they love the support. Make sure they receive a fresh 
Activity Book to interact with, for they are in a different place in their healing than three months ago.

DC4K Seasons 
As you saturate your community with your DC4K group information, 
your church will become known as the place where hurting kids find 
hope. Once established, your fall and January DC4K cycle will become 
familiar and a point of reference for kids who need support.

Where to Meet in the Church
Although some DC4K groups stand alone, in order to reach this 
generation of hurting kids with hope, most DC4K groups meet at the 
same time as the adult DivorceCare program at the church. Here are 
some tips for determining your meeting space: 

• Close proximity to the adult DivorceCare group – Children and 
parents will feel more comfortable knowing the other is close by. 

• DC4K shouldn’t meet in a home; this could be scary and unsafe for children. For the protection 
of the children and your volunteers, a church is the safest venue at which to meet.

Helpful Hint
Make sure you have adequate  
square footage to accommodate 
10–12 students with 3 adults. 
Continue recruiting and 
training new leaders as your 
program grows. For further 
information on meeting space, 
check out the article titled “Is 
the Size of Your Area Creating 
Aggressive Behaviors?” in the 
LeaderZone Library.

LOGISTICS
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• The sound – Children can be noisy, so choose a location far enough away that the noise won’t 
interfere with the adults attending DivorceCare. 

• Enough space for children to sit comfortably and to be able to see a TV screen. 

• A room equipped with tables, chairs, and an unencumbered space where children can stand or 
sit in a large circle. 

• A place that will help make cleanup easy, especially when projects with paint are involved. 

• Close proximity to the bathrooms. 

• The kitchen – Can the snacks be prepared in your DC4K classroom, or will they need to be 
prepared in the kitchen? (Check with your church about health codes and/or restrictions.) Will 
you have access to the kitchen if needed?

Where to Meet in the Community
Many churches have taken their DivorceCare and DC4K teams into neutral places in the community in 
order to reach more unchurched, single-parent families with hope. DivorceCare and DC4K groups work 
well in community gathering spaces such as the YMCA, library conference rooms, and public school 
facilities for evening classes.

DC4K after-school programs offer hurting kids a safe place to learn about healthy coping skills, hope, 
and Jesus in a familiar setting. DC4K after-school teams should have 5–7 Safekeepers (including a 
“DC4K Grandpa”) with a limited seating of 10–12 students each 13-week cycle. 

To explore the possibilities in your community:

• Ask people to pray with you for direction as you follow God’s call.

• Talk to teachers from your church who can open the door for conversations to begin.

• Make an appointment with the school nurse, present DC4K, and show the 1-minute promo clip. 

• Ask the nurse or guidance counselor to help open the door for conversations with 
administrators, and email the 1-minute DC4K promo clip prior to the meeting.

• Establish a meeting with administrators to present DC4K as a grassroots effort to help hurting 
kids in the community explore healthy coping skills and hope. 

• Follow the established school patterns if a latchkey program is offered.

• Work with the established system to position DC4K and see God do a mighty work!

NOTE: DC4K is well received when a number of community organizations or churches link arms. Often 
local county and private grants are available to offset the costs of the student workbook.

If you have questions about expanding the DC4K reach into the community, schedule a phone appointment 
using this link:  www.dc4k.org/leaderzone/contact or call 1-800-489-7778 with questions.

Budgeting Costs 
You can offer an effective DC4K ministry without spending a lot of money. Even so, there are potential  
expenses to consider, and you’ll want to think about ways to meet these expenses. Some churches 
choose to fund all group expenses through their operating budgets; most charge a minimal 
registration fee to cover Activity Book costs, and they receive donations for other supplies. The average 
registration fee at most churches is $15–$20. A scholarship fund helps provide for families unable to 
pay a registration fee. For ideas on how to fund your DC4K program, go to the LeaderZone Library.  

Here are expenses to consider as you do your financial planning:               

• Activity Books: Each child will need a DC4K Activity Book. 

• Supplies: Ask your children’s ministry team if there are supplies you can share, and ask your 
congregation to donate craft items.  

• Child Care: Check with your children’s ministry regarding funding and availability of child care.  
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• Snacks: You can make an estimate of the expenses for snacks served at each group session. In 
your planning, remember that you can often find volunteers to bring items needed for snacks.  

• Publicity: You can generate much of your publicity at little or no cost. See the promotion tools 
on the LeaderZone, www.dc4k.org/leaderzone/promotion. DC4K makes attractive brochures 
and posters available at a reasonable cost. For more information on promoting your DC4K 
group, please go to the Publicity section (p. 67). 

 
We’ve included a Budget Planner Worksheet on page 64.

Organizing Your DC4K Materials
We suggest you choose a method to organize your DC4K materials that works best for you and your 
team. Here are two ideas that have worked well for other groups. For a complete description of how 
to organize a Leader Resource Notebook and DC4K File Box, see the article in the LeaderZone Library 
titled “Organizing Your DC4K Materials.”

• Leader Resource Notebook: Place everything you need to run your program in one handy, 
organized binder. For example, your promotional material can be in one section, important 
articles in another, and forms in another.

• DC4K File Box: Organize all the handouts, laminated snack sheets, games, etc., that you need for 
each session in clearly labeled file folders. Then place these files in a portable file box that you 
can have with you all the time.

Weekly Supplies
You’ll need to create a Weekly Art Tote with supplies that are commonly used every DC4K session, such 
as markers and crayons, scissors, stamp pads, pencils, large paper, etc. Be sure to bring your Weekly Art 
Tote to every session and refill any supplies that get low. For a complete list of what to include in your 
Art Tote, see page 106.

Other items to be used weekly include snack supplies, cleanup items, electronic equipment, and more. 
See page 106 for a list of weekly supplies.

Note: A Week-by-Week Art Projects Supplies List and a Week-by-Week Suggested Snacks List for all 13 
weeks are downloadable from the LeaderZone Library.

Registration and Information Forms
You’ll want to ask parents/guardians to fill out a Registration and Information Form for their children. 
This will allow you to learn a little about the children and their families and have a permanent record 
of their addresses and phone numbers. If you charge a registration fee, the Registration Form will 
help you keep track of the payments you receive during the registration process. Consider creating an 
online registration process so families can sign up from anywhere, or host an Orientation/Registration 
Session where families can come to sign up their children and meet the DC4K team (see the Lesson 
Plans book for a sample agenda, or download it from the LeaderZone).

There are two Registration Forms; one is an editable download, the other is a “sample” for creating your 
own, plus an optional Child Information Form for a more in-depth understanding of the students and 
their situation.

Herby Info/Registration cards, plus sample Registration and Child Information Forms, can be 
downloaded from the Library in the Welcome Packet category, www.dc4k.org/leaderzone 
/articles/category/101. Note: Check with your church’s children’s department to follow existing 
protocols and policies. 
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Staying in Touch
While it’s a good idea to stay in touch with children and their parents if they miss a session and after 
the DC4K cycle is over, it’s essential that you obtain permission from the parent first before contacting 
a child in any way. Check with your church’s policies regarding leaders’ contact with children outside of 
your scheduled group time.

Some ideas for follow-up communication are:

•  Call or send a postcard or email to parents or children when 
they miss a group session. It gives you the opportunity 
to find out why they were away and communicate that 
the group missed them. You might discover that they’re 
struggling and that your call or note becomes a significant 
source of encouragement.

•  Send an email to parents reminding them about a 
schedule change or an item children need to bring to the next session.

• To encourage a child, send a postcard or email after you obtain permission from the parent.

Contact information for children should be considered confidential. Follow the policies your  
church has for storing and using confidential personal information. As a rule of thumb, keep contact 
information for children in a secure place and don’t share the information with other people.

Helpful Hint
We strongly caution against 
forming a Facebook page or other 
social network page. Even as a 
closed group, this can compromise 
safety and conf identiality.
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BEGINNING YOUR
DC4K MINISTRY

BEGINNING YOUR
DC4K MINISTRY

The tools in this Leader’s Guide, plus those on video and online, will help you launch an effective 
ministry. If you’re new to DC4K ministry, don’t let these materials overwhelm you. You’ll learn as you 
go—by your successes and mistakes. The most important thing you can do is to get started. There are 
children of divorce out there who need your ministry.

In this section, we’ll share some key principles important to the success of a DC4K ministry. You’ll find 
flexibility to form a ministry that fits your church and community. We encourage you to experiment 
and innovate, then share your experiences so others can learn and benefit.

What to Expect
You might be wondering what kind of response to expect as you launch your DC4K group. A typical 
DC4K group has 8–12 children with 3 or more adult leaders. Most groups advertise a “limited seating” 
of 12 kids each cycle, creating a waiting list for the overflow. This provides a manageable, relationship-
building environment for children to feel safe and explore healing. Note: Some DC4K churches have 
enlarged their teams as the waiting list grows, offering two separate DC4K groups in separate rooms 
(maintaining multi-age groups and keeping siblings together). They are then able to reach 20–24 
children each 13-week cycle.

Even with these variables, it’s possible to offer some guidance about what to expect: 

Your DC4K group will draw children from outside your church: It won’t be unusual for the 
majority of your participants to come from outside the host church. Some children won’t be 
active in any church. Others will come from churches where there’s no DC4K ministry. Many of the 
children in your group might not be followers of Christ, creating an extraordinary outreach and 
evangelism opportunity.

Your group size will be dependent on your promotion: If a small number of children  
show up at your first session, be encouraged and follow the “DC4K Simple Start” format (see  
www.dc4k.org/leaderzone/articles/category/57). These are the children God has led to your group 
for your first season. As you promote in the community, your future groups will grow to 10–12 
children, and your church will become known in the community as the place where hurting kids 
find hope. The keys to growth are a committed team, community promotion, consistency, prayer, and  
a warm, accepting environment.

Church members will refer people to your group: Everyone knows a divorced family, but many 
people don’t know how to effectively help them. So your church members will be glad to learn 
about DC4K. Be sure to promote at church using the 1-minute promo video, which helps your 
congregation see a DC4K group in action!

Expect to be especially busy at first: Every new project, whether it’s a start-up business or a new 
ministry, needs a “champion,” someone who’s passionately committed to seeing it through to 
success (with a team). Thank you for following God’s call to help hurting kids find hope!
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Expect to be stretched, challenged, fatigued, and often blessed! Ongoing care ministry can be 
emotionally draining. If God has called you into this ministry, He’ll sustain you through it. Best of all, 
as you help others, you’ll find that you’re being deeply blessed, fulfilled, and refilled.

Anticipate testing, trials, and temptations. This phenomenon isn’t limited to DC4K ministry. If you 
are effectively doing the work the Lord leads you to do, you are likely to face some opposition from 
the enemy. Paul addresses this issue in Hebrews 12:1–2 and suggests an antidote of perseverance. 
In verse 1 he urges: “Let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, 
and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us.” In the second verse, he gives us a 
focal point: “Let us fix our eyes on Jesus.”

Who Will Come
The children in your group might be from divorced, separated, or never-married families. No two 
groups will be identical, but the following mix is representative of many groups:

Christians: Some of the children who come to your group will be young, growing followers of 
Jesus Christ.

Non-Christians: A significant percentage of your group might have little or no church background 
and don’t have a personal relationship with Jesus. DC4K gently points children toward Christ as the 
source of help and hope through the trials their family is experiencing.

Children who have completed at least one DC4K cycle: Children are encouraged to repeat a 
13-week cycle. As a child repeats the sessions (with a new Activity Book), he or she will experience 
the DC4K materials from a new perspective and benefit from levels of information that might not 
have been relevant at an earlier point. In most cases, children shouldn’t participate in more than 
two 13-week cycles, unless they are serving as teen helpers. 

Children from a variety of life circumstances: It’s very likely your group will include a mixture of 
children from families that are:

• Divorced

• Separated

• Never married

The DC4K material is carefully designed to simultaneously meet the needs of children from each 
of these categories. The overarching principles presented in the material are relevant to all of these 
family circumstances.
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Why DivorceCare for Kids Is Necessary
Beginning in the 1970s, our society began to experience tremendous changes. Divorce exploded, 
bringing negative consequences to thousands of lives. Even if a family hasn’t experienced divorce 
directly, they’ve felt the ramifications indirectly.

Children of divorce are a continually changing paradigm in classrooms, churches, and social programs. 
They’ve been increasing in numbers, and society in general has grossly neglected this segment of 
the population. In The Divorce Culture Barbara Dafoe Whitehead states, “A mounting body of evidence 
from diverse and multiple sources shows that divorce has been a primary generator of new forms of 
inequality, disadvantage, and loss for American children. It has spawned a generation of angry and 
bereaved children who have a harder time learning, staying in school, and achieving at high levels.”4

Many adults in their 20s and 30s have experienced their parents’ divorce. For the most part, these 
adults are breaking long-honored traditions and customs in our families and in our workforce, often 
bringing our society countless problems, which include:

• Lack of commitment to jobs
• Inability to maintain stable relationships
• Inability to effectively parent in a two-parent home
• Disdain for organized religion
• Lack of church attendance and faith

Society is changing today because of yesterday’s divorces. Even if the divorce rate could be curtailed 
immediately, we’d still have an entire generation raised in divorced families. Until we can help children 
heal from the devastation of divorce, society will continue to be impacted.

DC4K is a catalyst for long-term change in the overall social and economic welfare of children 
throughout the world. This program is an effective tool that will assist children of divorce in developing 
healthy lifestyles. It crosses over denominational lines and economic barriers to assist children in 
developing solutions that will positively affect their futures. It points children to a relationship with 
Jesus and assists them in finding comfort in the local church. It gives children a chance to break the 
cycle of divorce and become involved in committed marriages as adults.

Understanding the Child of Divorce
Creating the right environment for children of divorce is critical for success. This means understanding 
how divorce affects children.

Recent trends show that over 1 million children across the United States experience the divorce 
of their parents each year. Add to that the multitude of additional children who are impacted by 
divorce worldwide, and it’s clear that this epidemic of emotional destruction is directly and negatively 
impacting society. Statistically, more than half of these children will also experience the divorce of a 
parent’s second marriage.5 According to the U.S. Census Bureau, nearly 10 million children in America 
today live with a single parent as a result of separation and divorce.6 Worldwide, the number is massive 
and immeasurable.
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The Legacy of Divorce
Divorce affects children for life unless intervention occurs. Few, if any, children are equipped with 
the needed skills to cope with the intense stress and overwhelming emotions that divorce brings. 
Research shows that children of divorce have more academic and behavior problems, more negative 
self-concepts, and more problems with aggression and getting along with parents and peers. Other 
effects can include regression, fear, grief, feelings of powerlessness, sleep disturbances, and anger.7

Children of divorce are at a higher risk for:

• Anxiety and depression
• Lower psychological well-being
• Poorer school performance and lower academic attainment
• Delinquency
• Promiscuity and unwed teenage pregnancy
• Substance abuse
• Becoming divorced as an adult
• Overachievers or the “perfect” child trying to overcompensate
• Poverty8

Although several studies have been done on the effects of divorce on children, few solutions and 
interventions have been presented that directly help children break these negative trends. In recent 
years, private and public initiatives attempted to strengthen marital relationships and thereby 
decrease the incidence and consequences of divorce.9 While these are excellent, hundreds of 
thousands of parents are still divorcing each year, and their children need help.

Spiritual Development in the Child of Divorce
Often, one of your greatest challenges in working with children of divorce is going to be their spiritual 
development. Research shows that many children from divorced homes have a hard time developing a 
trusting relationship with God. As adults we think of God as a heavenly Father who wants us to honor, 
serve, and worship Him. The Bible also tells us that God will provide for His children and promises to 
meet all of our needs. Yet for the children of divorce, their perceived needs aren’t met. Their trust bonds 
have been broken. They don’t respect the parent who walked out, and they don’t want to honor or 
serve anything closely resembling this image.

So often their spiritual development is put on hold because of the divorce. This is understandable since 
church attendance for children usually drops after the divorce of their parents. If a child does attend 
church, it’s usually at two different churches—one with mom and one with dad. Some children will 
question where they belong and whom they believe. It can be hard for children to grow spiritually and 
find comfort when they live in between two congregations.

Elizabeth Marquardt, affiliate scholar with the Institute for American Values, says that divorce can skew 
a child’s view of God. According to Marquardt, for some adult children of divorce, “comparing God to a 
parent, as religious leaders often do, doesn’t evoke a predictable sense of trust or security, but rather 
loss and pain.”10 
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WHAT IS DC4K?WHAT IS DC4K?
DivorceCare for Kids is a biblically based, Christ-centered ministry tool designed to bring healing to 
children of divorce. It points them to God and introduces them to a personal relationship with Jesus 
Christ. It’s a comprehensive 13-week program designed to run concurrently with the adult DivorceCare 
program in your church, although DC4K can run as a stand-alone program if your church doesn’t 
have an adult DivorceCare program. DC4K is set up to run 120 minutes but can easily be adapted 
to accommodate a 90-minute schedule. A 90-minute schedule is provided at the beginning of each 
Lesson Plan.

DC4K can also be an outreach program for your church. It provides an opportunity for your church 
to help children in your community who’ve experienced the divorce of their parents. DC4K can be a 
wonderful bridge between your church and community, providing a way for you to share how the love 
of Jesus can heal the hurting and the brokenhearted.

DC4K is a program geared to introduce and walk children through the grieving process that’s brought 
on by the death of their once-intact family. It’s a curriculum designed to give children the tools to 
develop healthier relationships within their own families.

Target Audience
The target audience for this program is children 5 through 12 years of age. The program materials 
are designed to accommodate children who are reading or learning to read. Since this program is 
set up for children who’ve entered school, we strongly encourage you not to include preschool-age 
children in your group. While the preschool-age children might find some of the material interesting, 
they might not be able to keep up or participate in many of the group games and projects. This could 
hinder the other children’s progress as well as frustrate preschoolers.

Many churches have asked about including older children in DC4K. This will depend on how you 
structure your group, the number of younger children in your group, and the maturity level of the 
teenager. You might find that your program will be able to accommodate a young teenager, such as a 
13- or 14-year-old. Churches will need to determine what’s best in their specific situations.

The DC4K LeaderZone Library has articles, Forum posts, and book/program recommendations 
for ministering to teens, including suggestions from DC4K leaders who’ve created their own teen 
programs. To access this information, go to www.dc4k.org/leaderzone.

What DC4K Is Not
DC4K isn’t a counseling service or a one-on-one program; it’s not a Sunday school or a Vacation  
Bible School. DC4K is designed to help children from divorced homes heal in a group setting.  
It’s designed to bring children of divorce into the loving arms of a church family and to feel God’s  
love surrounding them.
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DC4K OUTCOME 
OBJECTIVES FOR CHILDREN

DC4K OUTCOME 
OBJECTIVES FOR CHILDREN
In developing DC4K, we considered the negative effects of divorce and developed positive outcome 
objectives. This chart lists the immediate, intermediate, and final outcomes for children who participate 
in DC4K. DC4K is all about bringing healing and positive outcomes for both now and the future.

IMMEDIATE

short-term learning, 
children will:

• Develop positive 
interactions with parents

• Realize they’re not unique in 
their situations

• Develop friendships with 
other children of divorce

• Understand visitation 
schedules and other 
changes

• Become involved in 
fewer family conflicts 
by developing positive 
attitudes

• Recognize the various 
phases of grief in divorce

• Develop skills to cope with 
current life changes

• Gain a better understanding 
of financial matters affecting 
their families

• Improve positive 
communication skills with 
noncustodial parents

• Develop healthy attitudes 
about relationships, church, 
the Bible, and God

INTERMEDIATE

medium-term action, 
results in:

• Reduction in behavior 
problems in schools and 
daycares

• Increase in scholastic 
achievement scores for 
elementary-age children

• Reduction in absenteeism 
rates in elementary-age 
children

• Fewer children being 
retained in school

• Drop in the incidence of 
crime related to drug and 
alcohol use

• Reduction in dropout rates 
for high school students

• Increase in the number of 
students graduating and 
enrolling in college

• Reduction in the number of 
children attempting suicide

• More children developing 
personal relationships with 
Jesus Christ

FINAL

long-term impact,  
will produce:

• Adults who have the ability 
to develop and sustain 
healthy relationships and 
lifestyles

• Praying adults who turn to 
God when problems occur

• Adults who want to  
help meet the needs of 
people who are hurting  
(2 Corinthians 1:3–4)

• People committed to a 
growing relationship with 
Jesus and a desire to live 
out their faith daily
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HOW DC4K CAN BENEFIT 
YOUR CHURCH

DC4K is a powerful ministry that not only serves divorced and separated families, it brings about 
effective outreach, evangelism, church awareness, and church growth.

Outreach and in-reach increases
DC4K is an effective outreach tool in your community. Divorced and separated families are found in 
nearly every church and community, but you might be surprised to find that the majority of group 
participants come from outside the church. While DC4K will be an effective outreach tool, it’ll also 
become an essential ministry within your church.

Church attendance rises
When people from outside the church experience the practical help and acceptance found in your 
DC4K group, they’ll want to discover more about what goes on in your church. And many parents 
often want to become involved in church for the sake of their children. Parents and children will form 
relationships that they’ll want to continue, so encourage families to get involved in other ministries 
your church offers.

Lay-driven design helps pastors
Even the most conscientious pastors and church staff are unable to come alongside every family 
in their church and offer continual care and guidance on a personal level. Through DC4K’s weekly, 
ongoing ministry design, lay leaders with a heart for ministering to children of divorce can provide 
that consistent help and care.

TEACHING PRINCIPLES 
UTILIZED IN DC4K

Brain Research11

DC4K utilizes both traditional and state-of-the-art research. Many children in the divorce process 
experience high levels of stress. When stress is elevated, the brain responds by releasing high levels of 
the chemical cortisol into the body. When this happens, the children’s muscles tighten. Some children 
say they feel clumsy, awkward, and accident-prone. Some children indicate they feel like they’re about 
to explode. Deep breathing and exercise will allow their muscles to relax and will de-stress their 
bodies.

Activities to help the brain focus include:

• Physical exercise synchronized to music
• Games to organize thought processes
• Stress-reducing stretching exercises
• Healthy snacks to help children process their stress
• Access to a safe environment

TEACHING PRINCIPLES 
UTILIZED IN DC4K
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Children who are in stressful situations need organized movement in order to help their brains focus. 
Brain research tells us it’s important for children to use cross-lateral movements and cross-midline 
movements.

Cross-lateral movements are when the arms, hands, legs, or feet stretch across one side of the body 
to reach to the other side of the body. Some examples of cross-lateral movements along with cross-
midline are:

• Right hand to left knee; left hand to right knee
• Right hand to left foot; left hand to right foot
• Right elbow to left knee; left elbow to right knee

When children are focused and responsive to learning, they’re better able to understand the divorce 
process as it relates to them. They open themselves to learning skills for coping and moving forward 
in their lives. They learn how to help themselves heal emotionally, and they develop healthy behaviors 
and thought processes.

Learning Styles
Through this all-inclusive program, we want to ensure that children of divorce learn and grow. DC4K 
includes instruction and activities that take into account the three most accepted learning styles of 
children—visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. Each session has something for all three types of learners.

Visual learners are children who learn by seeing. If you listen to their conversations, you’ll hear
visual words, such as, “Look at me. I’m happy.” Visual learners like to look at your face when you’re
talking to them. They also need instructions written or drawn for them.

Auditory learners learn by listening. Their conversations are filled with, “I hear what you’re saying.”
Auditory learners don’t need to see your face when you’re talking to them.

Kinesthetic, or hands-on, learners learn by doing.

For kinesthetic learners, there will be hands-on craft activities, journal writing, and role-playing through 
the use of puppets, skits, and pretend activities. For the visual learners, there are posters, charts, and 
dramas on DVD. For the auditory learners, we’ve incorporated a read-aloud storybook as well as games, 
music, and other activities. When their ability to learn is increased, children develop a sense of self-
worth and personal responsibility.

Behavior Modeling
Children will do 20 percent of what they hear and 80 percent of what they see.12 As a program 
leader, your primary responsibility is to provide loving care and tenderness for these children while 
instructing them in how to cope with the divorce. It’s important for you to model the behaviors you 
want in the children.

Children are egocentric in that they believe their entire world revolves around them; they don’t 
understand that divorce is an adult problem. When someone starts talking about loving them, children 
can comprehend this only to the extent that their parents loved them, and now, what has happened to 
that love? Because these children are hurting, many times they want to strike back and hurt others. But 
we encourage you to be consistent and nurturing and to look upon the children through God’s eyes as 
the hurting individuals they are.

When the children receive steady care and unconditional acceptance from you, they’ll begin to see 
they don’t have to act out to gain attention. They’ll learn to imitate the healthy behaviors modeled and 
taught by you. They’ll be reassured of their worth and choose appropriate behaviors, both within the 
group and in their lives outside of the group.
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Group Management
Another idea is to decide in advance how you want the children to 
know it is time for Opening Circle Time. One attention grabber is to 
play the “Herby Rap” song. Tell the children that from now on when 
they hear the “Herby Rap,” it’ll be time to come to Opening Circle 
Time. Or you might develop your own ritual. Whatever you decide, 
be consistent each week.

Flexibility
Flexibility is a necessity and should be foremost in the mind of a DC4K Safekeeper. It’s essential to put 
the kids’ needs before your schedule and structure. Stay open to the leading of the Holy Spirit during 
sessions, and be sensitive when children need to spend more time talking about a certain topic,  
when they’re struggling with hurt or pain, or when they need more time because they’re making  
faith discoveries.

Stations
Stations are small areas set up in a room to accommodate small groups of children involved in specific 
activities, such as snacks, Activity Books, journaling, or art projects. Safekeepers can facilitate each 
station or float in between several to interact with children, guide activities, and answer questions.

When you use stations, you’ll have several different activities going on at the same time and children can 
choose which station they wish to participate in. Stations are a great opportunity to have one-on-one 
time with a child or to get children involved in small-group discussions. Many children need to have their 
hands busy when they talk, and stations provide the avenue to do that. Here are some examples:

• Areas made up of a table and four chairs
• A floor space with a piece of carpet and three places to sit
• Two school desks put together for two people
• A soft, comfortable chair for one person

You’ll have two times in the session where you’ll use the station concept, the first 15 minutes and again 
after the first hour. Children should be allowed to choose the following:

• Which station to go to
• How long to stay at that station
• When to leave
• What will be the next station they go to

Children don’t have to go to all stations; they might feel safe sitting only at one station, but encourage 
them to experience other stations. You can control the number of children at a station by the 
number of chairs at the station; then incorporate a rule that the chairs can’t be moved, so if all of the 
seats are occupied, kids will move to another station.

Mixed-Age Groups
DC4K is set up to replicate a large family environment by using mixed-age groups. Mixed-age groups 
can be very beneficial, especially in the DC4K program. Here are some of the benefits of using mixed-
age groups:

• Provides sibling comfort and enhances family relationships when siblings are kept together
• Helps siblings to see and understand each other’s healing, which is important
• Acts as an equalizer for children who are stressed or have digressed developmentally due to 

the stress of divorce
• Encourages older children to help younger participants, teaching them servanthood and 

leadership qualities
• Can prepare kids for the possibility of a future stepfamily environment

Helpful Hint
For more ideas on group 
management, attention-getters, 
and interactive learning, 
check out the articles at             
www.dc4k.org/leaderzone.
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Multi-age groups work best for DC4K, creating a more family-like atmosphere. They can also create 
unique challenges, so here are some tips to make sure all age groups are engaged and valued at DC4K:

Younger children: Understand that younger children might express more fear, tears, and
anxiety through acting out or attention-seeking behaviors. Encourage younger children to
explore various stations, especially those that have active projects.

Older children: Upper-elementary age children might arrive at
your group with behaviors that can range from withdrawn to
overenthusiastic, from helpful to angry and bitter. Kids this age are
biologically dealing with changes that affect their emotions, and
it can become quite evident in their behavior in a setting such as
DC4K. Plan activities specifically designed for older children, such as
journaling with more in-depth prompts or art stations where they
can create something that reflects their feelings and emotions.

Awareness: Be alert that because of the hurt and stress these kids are going through, no matter 
what their age, they might regress to an even younger behavioral stage during different DC4K
sessions. Don’t pressure kids to “act their age”; instead, meet them where they’re at as they work
through their pain and begin to heal.

Mentoring: Pair older children with younger children to encourage mentoring and helping
relationships. Older kids can assist younger ones with reading and writing. Older children will
feel empowered by helping, and both age groups will benefit from listening and learning about
how their partner is handling divorce. Also, younger children can often help older ones become
more in touch with their feelings.

Valuing Each Child
For the most part, children don’t feel valued when their parents divorce. Here are ways DC4K values 
each child:

Weekly Job Sheet: Each week children sign up for a “job” to be done during the session. Kids
can read the job description and decide if they’d like to sign up for a job. Their contribution
becomes important to those around them and to the DC4K program (download a sample Job
Sheet and Job Descriptions from the LeaderZone Library).

Helping Atmosphere: All children are encouraged to help each other and contribute to the
DC4K program. Younger children will experience an elevation of their self-worth when they
help an older child. Older kids will feel validated when they mentor and comfort younger
children. DC4K gives children a chance to share sufferings and comfort.

Large Family: Many children of divorce miss their former, intact family. DC4K can become an
extended family for children as they bond with each other and their leaders. They’ll feel they are
a valued member of their group.

Ongoing Ministry
The DC4K program consists of 13 weekly sessions, designed to be repeated in regular cycles 
throughout the year. Children are encouraged to attend two 13-week cycles, but not more than three 
cycles. (There might be exceptions to this that need to be considered on a case-by-case basis.) Our 
experience shows that they will absorb new levels of information as they continue to grow. In addition, 
children will benefit from sustained interaction with their group, which becomes much like a family for 
many of them.

Helpful Hints
For more insights into 
ways you can integrate 
and minister to all 
age groups, go to the 
LeaderZone Library.


